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Cat, hat, sat, fat, rat! How many words can your child make with the same ending sound? Hey, they

all rhyme! These fun flash cards feature 54 word cards grouped by sound. Your child will love

identifying the colorful pictures with the words, then finding new words with the same sound. Answer

choices are on the back of each card. Your child will quickly learn that same-sounding words can

have way different meanings.
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It is a deck of 54 flash cards. One word on the front, with a picture to help the child guess, and then

a list of words that rhyme and have the same endings, on the back of the card. Car - far, bar, jar. A

straightforward and fun way to learn how to spell words.

Our little 21-month old twins love flashcards. They don't seem to get tired of using them although all

the adults often get exhausted. This is a very good basic set, with clear images and

different-sounding nouns to avoid confusion between cards.Our kids have been learning one word

after another. It helps them in pronunciation, which is something that will require additional effort

and time. They've mastered words such as Ball, Car, Cat, Dog and Fish. As I said, they don't get

tired of the flashcards. We definitely got our money's worth several times over.The box fell apart

quickly. We use an empty baby wipes container for these cards and others we purchased.I



recommend these cards as a very educational item and also for entertainment. I found a lot of joy

when my children learn new words.

These are great cards. my daughter just turned 5, she easily read most of the cards, however, some

were challenging for her. The cards are colorful and intertaining enough for my daughter to sit down

and work on them by herself. Because some of them are challenging, it keeps her interested. She

learns spelling of the words, improving her reading skills. I like this item

Adopted a 10 year old from Mexico who has now sat through 2 weeks of school all day, in English,

totally lost because they have too many kids to teach properly. That being said, I'm teaching him

English myself now.Many of these cards were too easy for him because he can already read in

Spanish. However, those specific to English, like "ph" making the "fff" sound, as in elephant, & the

various ways to pronounce the vowels were very helpful (long a versus short a). It helps that each

card gives examples of different words that use a specific sound, because he picks out the words

he knows & feels more confident. These held his attention quite well.

Very good learning tool. However disappointed that there are words on the back of cards. Would be

nice if each word was featured on its own card. Also words on the back are in black and white, only

one side is in color.

I bought these product to exchange languages and stregthen languages for some people I know.I

ask detail questions about the pitures and gets more use out of the cards.But, good size image and

detailed.

Our little one (16 months) has a much easier time with other brands of cars which use real pictures

of items. She has a more difficult time distinguishing some of the more similar items in this pack due

to the cartoonish nature of the pictures.

I just love these cards. They are appropriate and well designed to hold a child's attention
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